Cours donnés en allemand - Courses taught in German (update July 2016)

Law
LDROI 1283   Legal German

Philosophy, arts and letters
LGERM 1112   German language : reading and writing
LGERM 1113   German language: elementary grammar
LGERM 1114   German Literature : Introduction to a Critical Approach of Literary Texts
LGERM 1313   Introduction to German linguistics : phonology and morphology
LGERM 1314   History of thoughts and litterature in Germany I
LGERM 1315   Civilisation of the German-speaking countries : cultural aspects
LGERM 1317   Advanced German language skills I
LGERM 1501   German: advanced productive skills II
LGERM 1513   Introduction to German linguistics: syntax and pragmatics
LGERM 1514   History of thoughts and litterature in Germany II
LGERM 1515   Civilisation of the German-speaking countries : The present
LGERM 2521   German as a foreign language methodology
LGERM 2710   Interactive Competence in German : Academic German
LGERM 2711   German Linguistics: Syntax and Morphology of the German Verb
LGERM 2712   German literature: modern literature. Concepts and texts
LGERM 2713   German linguistics: specific syntactic and semantic aspects
LGERM 2714   German literature: historiography of german literature (seminar)
LGERM 2715   German linguistics : Contrastive and typological analysis
LGERM 2716   Literature in the Age of Globalization and Interculturalism.
LGERM 2813   German linguistics: cognitive theories of language and second language acquisition
LGERM 2814   German literature. Intermediality: text and image
LGERM 2815   German Linguistics: Linguistic Pragmatics
LGERM 2817   Literature and knowledge: the example of the German literature topics.
LGERM 2861   Research Seminar in German Linguistics
LGERM 2862   Research Seminar in German Literature
LGERM 2911   Seminar : German Teaching Methodology
LLSTI 2110   Language, Culture, Translation and Interpreting - German
LMULT 2213   Reading comprehension and vocabulary extension: economic and commercial texts in German
LMULT 2411   Economic, legal, social and political issues in German-speaking countries
LMULT 2414   Oral business communication techniques in German (Part1)
LMULT 2415   Oral business communication techniques in German (Part 2)
LTRAD 2011   Specialised Translation Workshops into German
LTRAD 2012   Combined Evaluation into German
LTRAD 2021   Specialised Translation Workshops into German
LTRAD 2022   Combined Evaluation into German
LTRAD 2310   German - Research seminar in translation and interpretation
LTRAD 2910   Translation from French into German